


AN 
ILLUSTRIOUS 
PAST

"Casetta Rossa" was built by
architect Domenico Rupolo
on behalf of Prince Fritz
Hohenlohe-Waldenburg.
Italian artist Antonio
Canova had his workshop in
these rooms. The Palazzo
was visited by artists,
literates and politicians,
such as Baron Giorgio
Franchetti, Count Giuseppe
Primoli, Rainer Maria Rilke,
Eleonora Duse and Mariano
Fortuny y Madrazo.
Gabriele D'Annunzio lived
in Casetta Rossa from 1915
to 1918. It was here that he
wrote the famous
"Notturno".



EXTERIORS

Casetta Rossa is located a few steps from Campo S. Stefano, right in front of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection Its private garden
overlooking Grand Canal is ideal for al fresco dining or “aperitivo”, with plenty of cushioned seating for soaking up the Venice vibe.



ENTRANCE



LIVING ROOMS

A bright, south-facing, stylish living room furnished with a pair of plush designer toffee-brown sofas and double doors opening onto
the garden hints to a second refined sitting room adorned with pretty stuccoes, painted panels, and a curved chestnut-brown sofa.



DINING 
ROOM
The exquisite dining room
to the centre of the casetta is
features ravishing antique
mirror-panelled walls,
terrazzo flooring underfoot
and a chic designer dining
suite lit by twinkling
chandelier.



MASTER BEDROOM – 1° floor

The luxurious master bedroom at the first floor looks out towards the Grand Canal, attired in crimson moiré fabric. It is furnished with a
double bed with small sitting area at its foot plus a dazzling art-deco style en suite bathroom.



DOUBLE BEDROOM – 1° floor

A second  stylish double bedroom with views echoing those of the principal, walls of vermillion velveteen creating an air of warmth and 
cosiness and its own separate bathroom with wood panelling and bathtub



TWIN BED / TV ROOM – 1° floor

A further TV room/studio, cocooning and restful in ambience is furnished with a large corner sofa (convertible in twin bed), close to 
an art deco-style bathroom with shower.



DOUBLE BEDROOM – 2° floor

A third bedroom mirroring the colour palette of the third floor with walls of butter yellow velveteen, a double bed dressed in teal blue, a 
pair of canal-facing picture windows enjoying those Grand Canal views plus an art deco-style en suite bathroom with bathtub.



TWIN BED 
2° floor
A fourth double bedroom in
yellow ochre and teal blue
with moiré fabric wall
coverings, two single beds,
windows with decorative
balustrades enjoying the
casetta’s signature views,
plus a sitting alcove just to
the side and its own
separate art deco-style
bathroom with shower.



THIRD FLOOR
“ALTANA”
The wonderful wooden 
‘altana’ rooftop terrace, 
furnished with sun-loungers 
for whiling away your 
downtime is looking onto 
the imposing side façade of 
the neighbouring 16th-
century Palazzo Corner della 
Ca’ Grande.



FLOOR PLANS


